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Preface

The Washington Research Organization (UWR()), an
Institute for Researc h in Education of tile Severely Hand-
l( apped, is conducting a five-year investigation of the
problem of skill generalization. During its first project
year. UWR() investigated three approaches to
developing strategies for facilitating skill generalization:

I Prtormant e Patti rn Studies began with a retros-
pet five analysis of existing data sets, and will pro-
eed to the' «illection of descriptive data in public

st hexil c lassrooms. These data will be used to de-
termine a set of experimental ck..cision rules for
matt hing spec 'tic instructional methth;s to individ-
MS I learners.

lthIgif studies initiated a four-year longitudinal
(lest rip study of factors in educational settings
whit la may influence generalization. Intervention
studies are also int ludvd within this approach.
starting with a pilot study of massed vs. distributed
mstrut tumid trials on generalization.

sett -Itintroi Studies mrnmenced with three studies
of the cite( is of self-monitoring proc Mures On skill
generalwation, This area of studies will also in-

lude investigations of self-reinforcement and self-
wising hon.

During the first year of resarc h, UWRO investigators
have «intim to d reviews of applicable literature within
eat h of these general approac hes:

I )r t men R. White present', in "Descriptive Analysis of
Ka,irc h i itrature Concerning Skill Generaliza-
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tion and the Severe ly/Profoundly Handicapped," a
descriptive analysis of 30 published studies from
UWRO's retrospective analysis of existing data sets.

Ann K. Berman and Cheryl L. Opalski's "The Impact of
Functional Trial Sequencing Upon Generalization"
provides a review of the literature that pertains to one
aspect of UWRO's ecological studies.

Dr. Kathleen A. Liberty's review of the literature, "Self-
Monitoring and Skill Generalization: A Review of
Current Research," is related to the subject of her first
year of UWRO studies in self-control.

UWRC) will produce a total of four literature review
products, of which this is the first. Each of the current
research approaches will continue through the next four
years, with the ultimate objective of producing a unified
set of guidelines for practitioners to use in facilitating
skill generalization.

Norris G. Haring
Principal Investigator
Seattle, 1%4
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DESCRIPTIVE ANALYSIS OF EXTANT
RESEARCH LITERATURE
CONCERNING SKILL
GENERALIZATION AND THE
SEVERELY/PROFOUNDLY
HANDICAPPED

Owen R. White

The billowing analyses are based on 30 studies of skill general-
flat i acid severely, profoundly handicapped persons. The
general procedures for this retrospective analysis of published
data included the development of a form for coding information
about the studies. development of coder rellabi;ity on the
ontent and format of the coding form, entry of coded informa-

tion in a computer. computerized summaries of the data
collected, and analysis.

Articles were selected for coding on the basis of the following
merit'. 111 Data on generalization must be included in the

article. 121 The data must show responscs of at least one indi-
vidual subject (group data alone are not sufficient). (3) The study
must concern at least one behavioral target that is an acceiera-
t ion target. 141 The study must have been published since Stokes
and Haer's 114771 article summarizing generalization studies to
date.

In addition. since there were a wide variety of professional jour-
nals from which to choose, journals that had a high probability
of containing studies that met our criteria were searched first
11- g, Amine! of Applied Rehovior Analysis was searched before
American Journal of Mental Deficiency). An effort was made to
include articles where at least one of the subjects was severely.
profoundly. or multiply handicapped. but other studies were
also im bided. since studies with more severely handicapped
subjects that met our criteria were difficult to identify. Overall.
median reliability for article coding was MM.
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The analyses provided below are descriptive in nature.
providing infurmation concerning the frequency with which
each coded condition ix.curred in the articles reviewed.
tbierved conditions are evaluated in terms of their implications
for the study of generalization per se and the utility of available
data in resolving certain questions being posed by UWRO. No
attempt is made to draw conclusions concerning the relation-
ships among variables (e.g.. the relationship between various
types of generalization strategies and eviaitual success) due to
the limited number of studies thus far reviewed and coded.
Certain relationships do appear to be emerging, however. and
will be reported if confirmed by further review.

Subjects

Number of Subjects

The number of subjects in each study or series of related studies
was generally small. The actual range of subject sample sizes
extended to a maximum of 12, but a boxlike analysis iTukey.
19771 revealed that the typical distribution ended at a maximum
cif tt subjects per study. and that the 3 studies employing 12
subjects should he considered exceptions to the general case.

As all studies reviewed employed some form of single-subject
analytic strategy. the small sample sizes per se did not neces-
sarily threaten internal validity. Oven the types of handicap-
ping conditions represented by that smell number of subjects,
however, the external validity of encoded studies with respect to
the population of "severely handicapped persons" as a whole
must he questioned.

Table 1 1

Divabibtito Itsiffessabed by %Medi

Dnatutisv type Nutntiorr at %Ate,

Normal 11143 sittaibilitlest if idItt1
Mental Ketwistion

Mmirt4te, Monit4114efartfittnots !..11,111PIG Met LI
Sewn/ Monstai Wag ittilatiom 7,1, re 1611illriAlvl
Isrohnutel Mental flailerclatton Laid LITIVILILIA
Multiply ilanditapped If lei
Phystr ally f fandetapped
t'oatolly impaired

usittot siv Impaired
e Pnonurni.aikern Impiturd
&hovels Dukabelity A
Deaf Mad
after Hand mappens' earn
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Subject Types

The distribution of disability types repr "stinted in the 30 studies
is illustrated in Table 1-1. The total number of cases noted (38)
exceeds the number of actual studies reviewed (30) due to cases
in which studies involved subjects with more than one disability
type.

MI studies reviewed involved at least one subject who could be
considered severely handicapped in some manner. Disability
types which could not in themselves constitute a severe
handicap txxurred in studies employing control or contrast
subjects for other, more severely handicapped subjects.

t!WRO reviewers attempted to concentrate on studies dealing
with the severely mentally retarded. It is not possible. therefore.
to make general statr.nentr concerning the representation of
various disability types in the entire body of research literature
as 4 whole. Given that a high proportion of severely mentally
retarded persons display one or more other handicaps as well.
however, the pour representation of subjects with physical.
visual. and auditory handicaps must be considered a serious
threat to the ovriall ',sternal validity of the research reviewed to
date

Subject Ana

StIbl,P4 is ranged in age from less than 2 years to in excess of 50
sears The maturity of studies involved subjects ranging from
s in all years of age to 21 years of age (b7" of the studies). Gener-
ally. theretare. the studies reviewed appeared to provide
adequate representation of the school population with respect to
age.

Summary

Stint! ail attempt was uncle to review amides studying skill
generalization with otverely mentally retarded subjects. no
statements tan be made concerning the degree to which all avail-
able research represents the total 'emulation of severely,
profoundly handicapped. Within that constraint, however. most
studies deal with a small number of subjects (Fs or less; in the ti-
to-21 year age range. Notably, no studies were reviewed which
included sublet:is with physical. visual, or auditory handicaps.
so fax the most part, conclusions based upon the UWRO review
must be limited to what might be called a sampling of -physi-
cally intact" mentally retarded individuals.

3
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Behaviors Studied

Behavior Chula

Most behaviors studied fell into one of six motor classifications:
social. communication. vocational/prevocatiOnal. self-help/
independent living. cognitive,academic skills, and cognitive
stiategies. The majority of studies investigated the development
of communication skills (liac, expression of need). self-help or
independent living skills (e.g.. use of local transportation
systems). social skills (e.g., engaging in cooperstive play behav
tors), academiucomviptual behavior (e.g., the discrimination

"survival" worth in the environment). Somewhat surpris-
ingly. 1:1 percent of the studies investigated general cognitive
strategim (e.g.. strategies for eliciting reinforcement from other
persons in the environment( while only circa 10% of the studies
investigated vocational or prevocational skills le.g.. janitorial
skillsl.

Famtionelity of Behavior

The great majority lgali( of behaviors selected for study were
perceived by both the original investigators and the reviewers as
tieing of immediate functional utility to the subject. That is in
conformance with recent instructional trends. and should facili-
tate generalization by increasing the probability of natural
consequatitm outside the instructional situation.

Complexity of the Behavior

Training targets varied considerably in complexity. ranging from
simple one-step behaviors le.g.. "responds appropriately to ves
no questions") to tasks in which UM separate subtasks were
identified lie g., "cleans bathroom"). Howe/P.1r. nearly two-thirds
id the investigated tasks contained fewer than ten separate
subtasks.

Pretraining Performance Level

Most studies i741%i involved the development of new skills
where pretraining performance levels were demonstrated or
assumed to be zero. At times the study of generalization of such
skills was incidental to the cic-moestration of skill acquisition,
although the development of new skills was most commonly a
riche le fur controlled studies of eventual skill generalization.
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tkcasionally investigators continued to refine skills after initial
acquisition or work with behaviors that had already been
acguinal at some level in an attempt to produce generalized
responding, or to work with a behavior which had already met
"unterion- in one setting or situation but which had not yet
generalized appropriately.

'rhe relatively low incidence of studies involved in the system-
atic. :efinempot of existing skills is a dis'emoititment ten tIWRO
investigators. It is hypothesized that th, fluency with which a
person is dhle to engage in a behavior during instruction will be
related to the probability of eventual generalization. sa) it is
emiorturicite that few investigators studied skill refinement or.
indeed, even collected the type of performance data which
would enable the iSSIlti of flUMIEV to be studied at all (see the
section on "Assessment Data." below

General Settings and Conditions
During Liitial Training

Settings

Niel," studies involved initial training within public school
settings ;37".,,), but the most common training setting was a
spec cal laboratory or toom 147%I. albeit. thet room may have
been located within a public school. Very few studies condutted
Initial training within the cimirminity or home (1(3% each). A.
higher pert entage 1503 %) did study remeralizat:on within the
natural setting" after initial trair.:ng [see "Generalization
Amilitions and Strategies. below,. but due to the nature of the

skills being studied. those natural settings timded to be school,
special vocational, or residential facility environments. rather
than the community nr home. That would seem cmitrery to the
intent emphasis on community integration and school4mw

c tioperative programs.

Trainer Type

The maturity of studies (77%) employed a member of the
re sean h staff (experimenter or research assistant) to implement
initial skill training programs. Only 1" of the studies
employed the suhlect's regular teacher. therapist. or counselor

5
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during initial skill training4d only circa 7% employed the
subject's parent or guardian. Dispite the apparent. simplicity of
most instructional procedures employed. therefore. little direct
information exists in the reviewed literature cone ring the
ability of regular practitioners or parents to implement the
procedures under study.

Trainert'Sublect Eat%

All but two studies conducted initial training sessions in a one-
to-one setting (one trainer with one subject). Only one study
employed a group situation (one trainer to more than five
subjects). and one study employed several peer trainers with
individual handicapped subjects. While effective small or large
group training alternatives would be desirable. most training in
classes for the severely handicapped is still conducted on a one-
to-one basis. so the use of such procedures in the studies
reviewed cannot be considered a serious impediment to even-
tual adoption within applied settings.

AratecedentsiCuestPrempts

A wide range of instructional cues and prompts were used
during initial skill training. Most. however. were "task specific,"
designed primarily to elicit a particular response. Only circa
2316 of the cues and prompts could be considered specifically
designed to pramite a fly7-,, 4..t generalized response class (e.g..
generalized imitation in no:. se to the cue. "do this"). More-
over. most cues wee "art. .al" (i.e.. would not occur in the
natural environment), with only 3 studies employing some
mixture of what might be considered "natural" and "artifice)"

and only a single study employing what might be consid-
ered "all natural" cues (i.e.. cues which could occur in the
natural environment).

ConsequencestReinlintement

Most studies employed some mixture of social consequation.
correction procedures. amiltor repeated trials (for errors) during
Initial skill development. *lore studies used at least a mixture of
natural and athficial consequent es than was the case with cues
or jitompts, but only a single study used whet might be rAinsid-
wed "all natural" consequences during initial skill training.

WA,



Anrangsnuent/Contingeocyffldseduie

Approximately two-thirds of the studies employed continuous
schedules of consequence' (1:1) during some part of initial
training. Such contingencies are not noted for their resistance to
extinction and would, for the moat part, reduce the probability
calf successful generalization. One-third of the studies did eventu-
ally employ some systematic method for adjusting or fading the
frequency of consequation. but somewhat more studies
employed fixed schedules of cansequation rather than variable
schedules (the latter would generally be considered more resis-
tant to extinction). Finally, only one study attempted to base
consequation (at least in part) on a temporal feature of the
behavior (latency). and in that sandy the subject was allowed 10
seconds to respond before correction procedures were under-
taken. It would seem, therefore, that fluency of response in most
studies was not I mnsidered of sufficient concern to warrant
contingencies which might explicitly facilitate its development.

Initial 'indult,* Ellactivineare

Since each rewewed study used idiosyncratic training
procedures. and few studies conducted direct comparative
analyses concerning different approaches to training, virtually
nothing can he said concerning the relative efficacy of initial
training procedures per se. Unlike the literature of a decade ago,
however. the great maturity (87%) of studies were able to teach
alt subjects the initial training task, and all but one of the
subiects who did not complete the initial training procedure
were dropped due to conditions beyond the control of the inves-
tigators (e g., sublet:I illness or transfer away from the training
site!. It might seem that skill acquisition is less of a problem than
it once was, and that a focus on the development of procedures
which facilitate generalization after initial skill acquisition is
appropriate. One should be careful in accepting that conclusion,
however, inasmuch as many studies carefully screened subjects
twfore training, at ierist in part to ensure a subject sample that
would be likely to acquire the task in question.

'14



Genera lia don Condftieus and Strategies

Strategies Used to Pawnee Generalization

Virtually all of the training strategies identified by Stokes and
Baer (1977) which might lead to generalization were represented
in the studies reviewed (see Table 1-2). As found by Stokes and
Baer. the most common "strategy" (actually. a lack of strategy)
was the simple "train and hope" model. A somewhat greater
proportion of the recent literature employed loose training."
"sufficient exemplars." and "natural maintaining contingen-
cies" than Stokes and Baer obsinved. but no studies were
reviewed that employed the use of "indiscriminable contingen-
cies" and only two studies used procedures which involved
specific contingencies designed to foster the development of
skill veriatiorsigeneralizatitm per se (i.e., "train to granulize").
One additional strategy. not originally mentioned by Stokes and
Baer. appears to have gained considerabhi popularity: "training
in the natural ienviroranent A few studies conducted compara-
tive analyses of at low, two strategies. but in virtually all of those
studies the comparison was limited to "train and hope" versus
some more formal procedure for promoting generalization. Very
little information is available. therefra, concerning the relative
efficacy of alternative strategies specifically designed to prorate
generalization. Also. for obvious reasons, the "train and hope"
procedure was always attempted first, so the effect of the alterna-
tive procedure was always confounded with intervention-
sag uence.

Mangos in Canditirms Durk* Generatintigia Probes

Collectively. reviewed studies probed for generalization across a
wide range of conditions (see Table 1-3). Although some studies
involved only what might be considered "trivial" generalization
parameters (e.g., generalization across time of day or specific
manager), most made some effort to probe for generalization
within the setting or situation where the trained skill would
most naturally be employed. hi four studies (13%). response
requirements under generalization probe conditions were also
changed. requiring some form of response adaptation or induc-
tion in addition to simple stimulus generalization.

15
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Assessment Data

Trainiabarsta

Training data were provided in 25 (87%) of the studies reviewed:
four studies reported only that "training was conducted success -
fully." With those studies, of course, no analysis of the relation-
ship between initial acquisition curves and eventual generaliza-
tion is possible. All of the 26 studies reporting training data did
report the data for each individual sub*ct, but in only six (20%)
of the cases was it possible to identify precisely how many
responses (correct/error) were made during each training
session. The remaining studies reported data in "blocks of
sessions** or as some computed statistic (e.g., "percent of
possible," where the number possible was not reported). Such
summaries can seriously distort the actual nature of an acquisi-
tion curve and obviate meaningful analysis of its relationship to
eventual skill generalization. Finally, only two (7%) of the
stiiies reported time-based data (e.g.. rate, latency) for initial
training, obviating the possibility of evaluating the relationship
between initial response fluency and eventual generalization.
The lack of time-based data during initial training also limits the
evaluation of changes in response characteristics during general-
ization probes. That is, while it might be possible to determine
whether subjects did or did not generalize at a3 on a given oc ca-
sion. it was not possible with most studies to determine whether
there was any decrease in response fluency under generalization
conditions.

Generalization Probes

in outer to form a complete picture of the relationship between
intieil training and eventual skill generalization, systematic
probes fur generalization should probably occur before, during,
and after each phase of skill training. Unfortunately, that was not
always the case.

Seven studies (23%) did not probe for skill generalization prior
to the initiation of training. In most of those cases baseline
training probes (i.e.. probes to determine pretraining level of
performance in the training situation) indicated less than crite-
rion performance. so one might assume that no satisfactory
generalized responding would occur.

Six studies (20%) did not probe for generalization at intervals
during the initial training process. With those studies it would

to
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not be possible to determine whether meaningful generalization
occurred prior ie, the point when the submits reached the often
arbitrary criterion for initial skill acquisition.

Eignt studies (27%) failed to probe for generalization after the
termination of training. Such shidies did probe for generaliza-
tion at least once near or at the and of training, but would have
no measure of "maintenance" of effect, even over very brief
periods. Five studies (17%) probed for generalized responding
only after training had been concluded. In those studies. no
assurances are provided that generalized responding did not
ix.cur prior to training, and no estimate of when generalized
responding might first have occurred (or been possible, given the
opportunity) was possible.

It should be noted that there are potential iustifications for
minimizing the number of generalization probes undertaken
'luring a study. Aside from the potential difficulty mkt cost of
such probes. frequent generalization probes may constitute one
or more c onfounds. For example. if reinforcement (natural or
otherwise) is provided fur appropriate responding in generaliza-
tion situatkins. that reinfortement would constitute a potential
"training strategy" for continued responding, obviating any
"clean- assessment of further generalization per se. Conversely.
if reinforcement is withheld in generalization probes, repeated
exposure to those conditions would constitute "extinction
cond:tions" and could lead to the formation of a discrimination
between training and riontraining situations, the opposite of
what one .e.t ual I y hopes to accomplish. It is necessary. therefore.
to consider the issue of repeated and frequent generalization
probes very carefully. but the failure to probe for generalization
before. during. and after initial training should be avoided
whenever possible.

Outcome: and Implications

Level of Generalization

in all but three of the 30 studies reviewed. authors chicacterizeil
their sublects as generalizing "some" or "well." However.
antliors characterized all of the subjects in any given study as
generalizing "well" in only 11 (37%) of the cases. UWRO
reviewers tended to be somewhat more conservative, recording
that in their opinion, only 2 (7 %) of the studies demonstrated

11



oinplete generalization," and that only 12 (40%) of the studies
appeared-to employ methods which facilitated some meaningful
generalization in most sublects. The discrepancy in opinions
might be due to an unconscious predisposition to find success
on the part of the authors, but in at least some cases authors were
actually more reserved in their opinions than the reviewers.
More likely, therefore, the discrepancy is simply due to a lack of
LoncenSUS concerning the level of performance that constitutes
"meaningful generalization."

Applicability of Findings

Reviewers felt that 16 (53%) of the studies employed procedures
that could most likely he applied in a wide range of nonresearch
settings. In the remaining cases, however, one or more features
of the methcallsi employed would likely serve as a serious
impediment to its widespread adoption. in most of those cases,
the maim priklem appeared to be a simple matter of cost, either
because of the personnel and time required to implement the
procedure, or the special equipment/settings involved.

Iteplicability of Studies

Surprisingly, considering that all reviewed studies were
published in research journals. reviewers only felt that 21 (70%)
of the studies were described in sufficient detail to allow precise
replication. Problems centered most often on descriptions of
training procedures or the conditions under which generaliza-
tion was assessed. For example, one study desrxibed training
procedures as "modeling, role-playing, and social consigna-
tion." It should be noted, however, that precise replication of all
procedures might not he required in order to achieve a func-
tional replication of outcomes, and additional information
t -incoming procedures is often available from authors upon
request.

implications fm. Development of
a Technology of Generalization Instruction
The demonstration that a particular procedure is capable of
facilitating skill generalizaticn does not necessarily further the
development of a precise instructional technology. in order for
such a technology to evolve. studies must be conducted which
systematically analyze variation in approach in a manner which
allows specific controlling variables to be identified. Unfortu-
nately, most of the reviewed studies did not lend themselves to

12
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such analyses. As menthmed earlier, most studies merely
compared a given approach with the "train and hope" paradigm,
demonstrating at best that some directed attempt to facilitate
generalization was better than no formal attempt. In those
studies which did make some attempt to compare alternative
strategies fur the active promotion of generalization. the
"favored" strategy almost always followed an attempt to
produce generalization with less favored strategies -- raising the
possibility of an inbmention sequence confound. Overall.
reviewers were of the opinion that only 13 (43%) of the studies
provided information useful in systematically refining an
instructional technology for promoting skill -generalization with
severely handicapped persons: and indeed. many of those
studies still contained potentially serious experimental
confounds. The remaining 17 (57%) of the studies may have
provided an example of how one might facilitate skill general-
ization. but did not provide sufficient information to enable the
scientist to refine hypotheses concerning controlling variablee,
or the practitioner to make an informed choke among viable
instructional alternatives.
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THE IMPACT OF FUNCTIONAL TRIAL
SEQUENCING UPON
GENERALIZATION

Ann K. Berman and
Cheryl L. Opalsid

Parents and teachers are often and frustrated by chil-
dren with developmental ** who tie Asir shoes at
home yet not at school; who do not brush their teeth at home yet
brush their teeth ewey day at school; who can operate one type
of clothes washer but not other ty . Such examples regesent a
failure to *Aida skill ligation. Traditionally. many
researchers considered skill generalizaticm to be a passive ,
phenomenon (Straws & Baer, 1977). In other words. the transfer
of a skill from a training to a nontraintre; WWI= was consid-
ered to be automatic; no specific training techniques were
thought to be necessary to promote this transfer.

However. it is now broadlyrecognized that the meanie in which
a skill is initially taught may contribute significantly to
suuxissful skill generalization. A feature of training which has
received considerable attention in relation to skill acquisition is
the manner in which the training trials are sequenced. It is the
purpose of this review to examine the influence of various
methods of trial sequencing on the generalization process.
Specifically, 39 studies were reviewed which addressed the
issue of skill generalization andlor trial sequencing in the
moderately to profoundly handicapped. Special attention was
paid to the type of trial sequencing used by experimenters and
how that sequencing might affect skill generalization.

Driinittriate

Research into trial sequencing requires establishing clear defini-
tions of several concepts. Thal sequencing is the process of
presenting a stimulus across time and situation. Trial
sequencing is conaidered faudienni if it results in a response
which is trusted to oprwate in nodule) envinunnents (Stokes and
Baer. loin Thus, the mechanism for programming generaliza-
tion is called fenciknat trfnl sersencing.
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This reviev explores the impact of the four metlmds of trial
sequencing upon generalization. Since there is variation in how
trial sequencing is defined from one study to the next, the
following definitions of trial sequencing types are used in this
review:

(1) Massed Trials: Trials which occur so closely together
that no other behavior is emitted
between trials (Mulligan. Lacy, &
Guess. 1982).

(2) Distributed Trials: Trials which occur in such a way that
trials from another program our
between two trials from the same
program (Mulligan, at aL, 1982).

(3) Serial Trials: Trials in which one item was trained
to criterion. a second item was trained
to criterion. and a third item was
trained to criterion, etc. (Waldo.
Guess, & Flanagan, 1982).

(4) Concurrent Trials: Trials which involve training several
items simultaneously to a specified
level of criterion (Waldo. at al., 1982).

Having established these definitions, it should be noted that
methods of sequencing are generally combined to form four
basic types:

(1) massed-serial.
(2) massed-concurrent.
(3) distributed-serial, and
(4) distributed-concurrent.

Variabke

The current literature suggests that trial sequencing. in and of
itself. does not significantly impact skill generalization.
However, three variables were identified which. when
combined with specific types of trial sequencing. do affect the
acquisition and generalization of a skill. These variables are:

11 ) the functionality of the skill.
(2) the purchase power of the skills, and
(3) the environmental relevance of the skill.

No one factor was found to be solely responsible for success or
failure of generalization. Each of these three variables is
addressed separately in this review.
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Both the method of sequencing and the variables within
sap:fences, as they relate to generalization. have been examined
for this review. It should be noted that the studies reviewed
varied along a number of important dimensions including age of
subjects (i.e.. infant to adult). the type of skill being taught (e.g..
use of nonsense syllables. riding a bus. etc.). the degree to which
the generelization environment differed from the training envi-
ronment. and the implied meaning of the term "generalization."
Conclusions drawn on the basis of this review are, therefme, of a
general and tentative nature.

The Functionality of the Skill

The literature indicates that functional skills generalize more
sin cessfully than nonfunctional skills (see Table 2 -1). A skill is
lonsidered functional if it has utility for the subjects_ in their
natural environments. According to the definitions used in this
review. examples of functional skills include: boarding a public
bus it :ism. Vinotistittrg. & Williams. 19B11. playing pinball (Hill,
Wellman, & thirst. 1982), asking curious questions (Hung. 1977),
f * ,in .ounting (Lowe & Cuvo. 1976). and cleaning a restroom
(Ciao, Leaf. & iktraknve. 19791. Nonfunctiunal skill examples
im tulle. touching head on cue ()Cowl & Rincovar, 1977). ream -
to.. skills (Charlop. 1933), and some verbal skills
It;arcia. 14174: McLean & McLean, 1974: Stevens-Long. Schwarz,
et Bliss, 1976: and Calm & Hear, 1973).

Skills taught in a distributed format tend to be functional
whereas about 50% of those skills taught in a massed format are
rated nonfunctional (see Table Z -2). Thus. generalization tends
to he more successful with functional skills. and functional
skills tend to be related to distributed rather than massed
sentient .ing.

Three factors within the general issue of functionality seem rele-
vant: I I t whether the skill is initiative or retentive in nature, (2)
whether the skill employs cues and/or stimuli already present in
the individual's natural environments, and (3) whether the skill

a form of the behavior already within the individual's
rpertoii e..

Initiative tw Receptive Nature of Task

The individual contods where and when to use an initiative
skill (in the other hand. a receptive skill is one that always
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depot& on cues hum another individual in order for the
behe.ior to occur appopriately. The majority of skills trainedin
a massed-serial and maseed-concormt sequence are receptive
in nature while those ski& taught in a distributed-serial or
distributed-concurrent hornet tend to be initiative (see Table 2-
3).

Skills which require independence or initiation of a behavior on
the part of the child are charectaistically more functional in the
child's natural environment, while receptive skills are less
useful in any environment outside of the !minim; situation. Fur
example passively responding to an experimenter's three ques-
tions about cue cards (Clark & Sherman. 1975) requires receptive
skills. while a self-help skill such as washing hands (Zifferbbnt.
Burton. Hamer. k White. 1977) requires initiative. Overall. skills
requiring initiative on the part of the child generalize more
successfully than receptive skills (see Table 2.4). However, the
results are not conclusive since the initiativelrecinnive nature of
the task was not an experimental variable within the studies
reviewed.

Use of Cues and Stimuli within the Natural Environment

Oxm. et at. (1981) trained one retarded person to board and ride
a public bus by providing instruction in the classroom and in
public places. The skill did not successfully generalize until
natural environment training was impiemented. Marholin.
O'Toole. Machete. Berger. and Doyle (1979) successfully
trained four retarded people to ride a bus to a specified destina-
tion, order an item. and purchase the item by training in the
classroom. on a bus. and in a shopping center. Generalization on
these skills was succeeshil. Coon et-at.-used a massed-serial
format while Marholin at al. used a distributed-concurrent
format. Thus. successful generalization can not be attributed to
the trial sequencing. Rather. the results suggest that generaliza-
tion may have been facilitated by incorporating into training the
concrete, dependable stimuli present in the natural environment
for the skill.

Some studies probed for skill generalization in environments in
which the child did not ordinarily operate (i.e., a wooded area
with a stranger. Koegel & Kim:over. 1977; Rincaver & Kassel.
1975). In these studies, the children were placed in a nonnatural
setting and asked to perform a nonfunctional task. It is inter-
esting to note that in some cases. a portion of the sample did
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respond as trained. However, the giility of an individual to
generalize a nonfunctional response such as "head-tapping to a
stranger in the woods" '.41 of questionable value in that person's
life.

Another aspect of the Itincovie. and Koegal study (197S) is that
the children who failed to generalize were furtha trained, and
AU attempt was made to discern the variables to which the chil-
dren attended. The subjects who failed to generalize responded
to the therapist raising his hand. the therapist letting go of the
subject's hand. the initial prompt. and the furniture placement.
The child.en were overselective, attending to physical move-
ments or objects rather than to the verbal commands or the
people themselves. Thus. when the children were prompted in a
strange environment. they called upon past experience
their response: These, resuits,suggestAhet-neterateTiv romnent
training would be advantageous since many, relevant cueli'and
stimuli would be present in both training and nontraining situa-
tions.

1 tee of Behaviors within the Subject's Repertoire

/sing forms of behavior already within the subject's repertoire
his implications for generalization. in a study by Charlop (1983).
three echolatic children generalized while three mute children
did not. Significant to these results is that part of the task was to
echo the experimenter prior to handing the experimenter an
object. Perhaps the use of a behavior already in the child's reper-
toire facilitated the generalization process. When the child was
not allowed to echo. performance dropped considerably.
Ctiarlop suggests that the incorporation of verbal response may
have facilitated acquisition and generalization for the echohilic
hildren in that they could more actively participate in the task.

The ionic children had no such opportunity.

The Purchase Power of the Skill

.1fter functionality. the next issue which surfaces is the purchase
Lewin of the behaviors. especially when failure to generalize is
reported. Satiation and diminished motivation are factors
related to trial sequencing which seem to impact successful
syneralization. A massed sequence requires many highly repeti-
tious trials which might prompt boredom with the task and rein-
forcer situation. whereas a distributed sequence involves less
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repetition and the opportunity to pmform other behaviors
between trials.

Satiation

Massed trial sequences require highly repetitious responding by
the children. Reinforcement (food or verbal praise) is most often
offered on a continuous schedule (Buxom & Koegel, 1975) or
on a ratio schedule. usually a variable ratio schedule of 3:1
(Chariot,. 1983: Simic & Bucher. 1980). Two to 20 correct trials
were required prior to the generalization probes. Char lop (1983)
as well as Rincover and Koegel (1975) reported less than 100%
generalization. Furthermore, Simic and Bucluir (1980) reported
no generalization even though reinforcement was offered during

---ssinsokfixation probe sessions. Perhaps the children grew tired of
the offiiiitt-reinfoLcoment.

However, massed trial sequences do not always lead to satiation
and problems with generalization. Panyim and Hall (1978)
required two retarded girls to reach criterion or complete 200
trials. Waldo. Guess. and Flanagan (1982) required six correct
responses for each of three receptive labels before moving to
another set. However, movement to another portion of the set
was allowed when criterion was achieved on one portion.
Indeed, the potential for overlearning and insufficient reward
were -high risk. In both of these studies, generalization did occur
after massed-concurrent trials, but was less successful after
massed-serial trials. Thus, the massed nature of the trials. with
continuous reinkucenwnt did not always lead to satiation.
Rather. another feature within the trial sequencing must have
been a significant variable in the generalization results.

While overlearning may facilitate fluency (White & Haring,
1980). insufficient payoff risks extinction of the skill. Ability to
perform the task may not have been represented by performance
if the individual is satiated on the offered consequences. The
law of diminishing returns is likely to be applicable with respect
to the motivational power of a piece of candy to awoke a behavior
when the child has already received many pieces of candy
within a short period of time.

Motivation

An issue related to satiation is the motivation of the individual
to maintain the skill. Some rehiforcers may be less susceptible to
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satiation than others and thus maintain the individual's motive-
thin to parftnin the task.

Bateman (1975) applied Premack's-principle that, "for any pair
of responses, the independently more probable will
reinforce the less 'probable one" (p. 604) to show that to ccupa-
tional behavior of two semely retarded people could be modi-
fied. Bateman showed that the subjects were willing to pert wm a
less preferred skill to earn time to perform a desired skill. The
chance to perform a desired skill was a natural consequence of
the subject's behavior and provided sufficient motivation to
complete the less preferred skill.

Ahhough the less preferred skills wine quite repetitive (winding
balls of wool and plug assembly), as were the preferred activities
(sewing a batlunat and sealing plastic bags), succesdul general-
ization resulted. While food often seemed to risk satiation. the
opportunity to work cen,a preferred task maintained motivation
in this case. So, the motivating power of the offered reinforce-
ment was perhaps mime determinant of successful generaliza-
tion than the sequencing employed.

Another issue related to motivation is the presence ar absenc:e of
reinforcement during generalization probes. If generalization
trials are not artificially reinforced and there is no reinforcement
intrinsic to the generalization setting. generalization trials tend
to promote extinction of the behavior. Meisel and Rinouver
(1977) addressed this issue. They trained six autistic children to
imitate a behavior. modeled by a therapist. when provided with
the verbal cue, "Do this." Each correct response was come:*
'lated with food. All six children generalized the receptive
skill. However. without reinforcement the skill did not transfer
to the generalization setting. A noncontingent reinforcement
schedule (NCR) was implemented in further maintenance
probes. The first NCR recovered correct responses by the chil-
dren. Further NCR probes failed to recover correct responding or
resulted in low responding.

Therefore, while failure to generalize was reported in several
studies. the reported data indicate that generalization may have
initially occurred but was extinguished for lack of reinforee-
meet. indeed, if there is no positive consequence for a behavior
in the natural environment. the behavior may not generalize or
maintain.
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The Environmental Relevance of the Skill

It was hypothesized that the extent to which the training stimuli
resembled stimuli in the natural environment was indicative of
generalization success or failure. Thus, a skill taught in a natural
environment would generalize more successfully in a natural
environment domestic, vocational. community) than a skill
trained in a contrived environment (e.g., therapy..school). Stokes
and Baer (1977) suggested that, when training for generalization,
the trainer "use stimuli that are likely to be found in the general-
ization setting in the training setting as well" (p. 304). In conskl-
eration of this issue, the studies were reviewed in terms of the
impact of the types of environments (natural and contrived) in
which training and generalization probes occurred.

The above hypothesis was not fully supported by the studies
reviewed (see Table 2-5). The similarity between the training
environment and the generalization environment. in and of
itself. was not found to be a major factor in generalization
results. Hnsvever, the studies did not thoroughly test this
hypothesis for the following reasons:

(1 )The sample size woe small (e.g., only one study examined
training in a natural environment only and probed in a
contrived).

(2)Erivirownental variables within the studies were not
necessarily con:rolled.

Since the results of the studies reviewed neither proved or
discisimed Stokes and Baer's position, two specific factors
within the area of environmental relevance, discrimination of
stimuli and independence, were examined.

Discrimination Stbituli

To meet the demands of change, a child needs the ability to
select relevant stimuli from his environment. Here, sequencing
during training gained Islevance. It was hypothesized that
increased opportunities to make appropriate discriminations
would facilitate generalization. Schroeder and Baer (1972) hypo-
thesized that there wet a greater opportunity to compare in
concurrent training than serial training. In serial training, the
sublect made one response repetitiously to a fairly constant stim-
ulus or set of stimuli. On the other hand. in concurrent training.
several items are trained simultaneously. thus the individual
must attend to the discriminating features of each task.
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Three of the reviewed studies specifically compared serial and
concurrent training and related these sequences to generaliza-
tion results (Palaver' & Hall. 1078: Schram ler & Beer. 1872:
Waldo. Guess. a Flanagan. 1982). In an cases, concurrent
training proved to be superior to serial training in facilitating
generalization.

However. concurrent versus serial training may not have been
the only variable influencing the dhcrimination of stimuli. For
example, Lovas', Kongo!. Simmons. and Long (1973) exandned
generalization across stimuli with 20 autistic children in
behavior therapy. Imitative language, meaningful speech. and
social and self-help skills were trained concurrently. These
behaviors were trained as alternatives to inappropriate behav-
iors (self-stimulation and echolalia). "To assess generalization.
the children were observed in a room separate from, and not
associated with. the training situation and in the company of an
unfamiliar adult. The room was equipped with toys (wagon.
paper and crayons. a hobo doll. etc.)" (p. 139). The child's
behavior in the new setting with the new stimuli was observed.
In addition. the child's behavior at home was observed. When
the children stayed hoses with their parents who had learned the
techniques. they generalized the bthavior to that setting.
Hower. the children who returned to a state hospital did not
generalize to that setting

Though generalization occuned in scene cases, the reason for the
occurrence was not dear. Levees, at al. (1973) attributed the
generalization success to the varied stimuli: however, another
interpretation is that parent training facilitated generalization.

Independency

It was hypothesized that those skills which allowed a step
toward independence in a natural environment would
generalize more successfully than skills which left the subject
dependent on others in the environment. Performance of a skill
was considered independent if a subject could perform or main-
tain the skill after instructional support was withdrawn. Sell-
direction and self-initiation were two qualities considered repro-
sentative of independent behavior.

A distributed sequence was found to be used with behaviors
leading to independent functioning more often than a massed
one. Distributed sequences tenthid to involve a set of responses
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eaii naturally cued by the previous response. For maniple.
Mahone et al. f 39791 trained four retarded subjects to ride a bus
to a last-food restaurant. order food items, and pay for the items.
The subjects sucxesslully acquired these skills oind generalized
them to a new setting. The subjects were responsible for their
own behavior and independent of trainers. These skills allowed
the subjects to operate independently In their natural environ-
ment.

hi contrast. many skills taught In a messed seifuenve left the
subject dependent upon another person. Clark and Sherman
19751 trained three children to respond to questions about

pictures. The child did nut successfully generalize these skills to
new items. Performance of this skill was dependent upon
presentation of cards and questioning by an experimenter. It was
not until after additional discrimination training that the chil-
dren generalized the skill. Even so. the skill could WA be
performed independently.

Conclusion

The nature of the task. the environment. and the task's impact
are factors which influence: skill generalization as much. if not
MOD!, than the schedulina of the trials. Puthermore. this review
of the literature found that the term "skill generalization" is
used nebulously, is difficult to define, and is difficult to train
and

4.1.teralization is affected by deviation from the natural cues and
misequences present in the environment. It is important for a

%kill to be necessary is a natural environment. So. generalization
seems to he affected by time. setting, people, and the nature of
the behavior. Stokes and Ham. f 1977) state: "Perhaps the most
dependable of all generalization programming mechanisms is...
the transfer of behavioral control from.the teacher-experimenter
to stable. natural contingencies that tan be trusted to operate in
the environment to which the subject will return, or already

f f .15:1).

Certain trial sequencing formats tend to contain factors which
influence the ability to generalize. However, across.the-board
imilusions about any specific format could noVbe drawn

without ismaidetation of trial sequence characteriatics.,Some of
the best predictors of success are whether the skills taught are
functional. whether they allow for self-initiation and indepen.
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dente. and whether they are reinforced in a natural connect:
From the studies, it was noted that distributed sequences tend to
have features important in promoting geninalization. Indeed, it
may be maned that trial sequencing itself does not ..Eject general-
ization. but rather that the type skill trained should determine
both the type of trial sequencing used and the generalizatine
results. In the current literature. the impact of trial sequencing
upon generalization is not an issue sully separable from
perhaps more significant, extra-sequence influences.
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SAL_EttIONITORING AND SKILL
GENERALIZATION: A REVIEW OF
CURRENT RESEARCH

Kathleen A. Liberty

When settings, managers. contingencies, am sequences, cues. or
prompts change. students often fell to display acquired behav-
iors. This failure to perform under CirCUMANICati which differ
from training * been called a failure to aeneralize, and aunt;
tutes a serioid threat to the functional impact of instructiceal
prowents. Consequently, current research efforts are directed at
identifying practical sohationa to the problem. Much of the
current newerch taint in genendbadion isdirected at modifying
the training environment andlor instructiond procedures to
facilitate generalization. Another approach is to teach the bandi-
capped person to control the variables that seam to affect
generalisation. In most training situations, antecedents (cues
and prompts) and consequences (e.g., rd) are controlled
by teachers. therapists. and other awegivms. If the handicapped
perm can control those variables herself, the differences
between settings may be minimized. and ientenslization facili-
tated. Self-control techniques. in which the individual controls
these variables. offer hope far facilitating generalization.

The three most common self-control techniques include self-
instruction (control of antecedsmts), self-reinforcement, and self-
monitoring. Self-monitoring may be defined as the act of
counting or otherwise registering ov.irtly the occurrence of the
target behavior. The act of self - monitoring implies that the indi-
vidual perform ors observable behavior which functionally
identifies the completion for initiation) of a particular behavior.
Such signaling is an integral component of antecedent and
consequent contra; as well. sham self-instruction implies that
the individual determine when one behavior has been
completed and another is to be initiated, and since self-rein-
forcemeat implies Abet the individual determine when a
behavior has been completed (Kezdin. WOO). Therefore. the
understanding and examination of self-monitoring is an essen-
tial step in the study of self-control.
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The Act of Self4fenitiming

Self- monitoring involves (at a minimum) two overt behaviors:
the target behavior (i.e., the behavior that is self - monitored) Auld
the act of self-monitoring i self. While there is obvious binned
in the effects of self - monitoring on the target behavior, the act of
self-monitoring itself has not been systematically investi-
gated(Brigham, 1978).

One important sat of questions revolves around the instrunninta-
lion of self-monitoring. Self-monitoring behaviors that have
been utilized by subjects in studies in clede: marking tallies on a
piece of paper with a pencil (Jackson & Martin. in press; Braden.
Hall. & Mitts. 1971: Gottman & McFall, 1972: Nelson. Upinski. &
Black. 1978: Zegiob, Klass, & Junginger, 1978); coloring squares
on a piece of paper (Nelson, Hay. Devany. & Koslow-Green.
1980): pushing a Minna on a computer (Brodsky. Lepage.

& Zeller. 1970: Epstein. Widener, & Maim. 1975):
crossing off numbers on a form (Hayes & Caviar, 1980); inesahnj
a telegraph key (Hayes & Nelson. 1983); marking a " + " or a " "
in squares on a form (Homer & Brigham, 1979); marking off
smarm on a form (Lipinski & Nelson, 1974) actuating a wrist
counter (011endick. 1981): and actuatine a hand-held ftequency
counter (Willis & Nelson. 1982). Unfortunately, investigations of
the relationship between the form of self - monitoring and
changes in the target behavior, the fam of self-monitoring and
the speed of training, the form of self-monitor's* and the relia-
bility of self -mnitoring. and the Wm of self-monitoring and the
maintenance of self-monitoring have not been reported.

Mother aspect of the act of self-monitoring that is of importance
is the timing of self-monitoring (e.g., after each behavior. before
each behavior, after several behavims, during an interval of
responding). Although timing may influence the effect of self-
monitoring (Nelson & Hayes, 1981: Nelson at al., MO: Albion.
1983). it is often neglected in experimental reports.

Another important variable. relating both to the act of self-moni-
toring and its effects on the target behavior is the reliability of
self-monitoring. Unfortunately. many investigators fail to report
reliability. When it is included, reliability is reported as a
Pearson product moment correlation, which indicates reliability
cf roues in terms of level changes. but does not estimate actual
wxuracy. For example. self-monitoring of 1. 2. and 3 would
correlate perfectly from 1.0) with an observer's scores of 10. 20.
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and 30. while accuracy calculated by traditkeel reliability esti-
mate formulas (e.g., issmements + agreements + disagreements
x 100) would be 10%. In addition, reliabilities we pigmented as
means across sessions =the across terbjectic such data do not
demonstrate how reliabilities may fluctueo, and make direct
comparisons of the day to day changes in both self-mountains
accuracy and the effects of self - monitoring impossible to deter-
mine.

The reliability of subjects has ranged from .06 and .17 (Hayes
& Cavior, 1980). to .52 and .80 (Lipinski & Nelson. 1976). to .90
and .95 (Willis & Nelson. 1982). In a series of studies, Nelson.
Hey. Devany. and Koslow-Green (1980) relented rellabliltles (es
Pearson product moment correlations) ranging from .07 to .79 for
regular elementary school children in first, third, and fifth
grades. Accuracy increased across age for self-monitoring posi-
tive verbalizations. and decreased across age for counting inap-
propriate verbalizaticers. Reliability ,h3r handicapped subjects
has been reported as 80% and 87% (Horner & Brigham, 1979)
and 96 to 99% (Jackson & Martin. in press). In tithae studies.
however, investigators have reported that subjects who had been
trained to self-monitor were not observed to de so after training
ceased (Braden, Hall. 8 Mitts. 1971; Seymour & Stokes. 1976;
Gottman & McFall. 1972; Zegiob. Klukas, & funginer. 1978:
fames. 1981).

Accuracy of self-monitoring may be Unproved by both notifying
subjects that reliability will be checked (Hayes & Horn. 1982)
and by reinfon:ing accuracy Turlonvitz. O'Leary. &
icommith. 1975: Fixen. Phillips. & Wolfe, 1972: Risley & Hart.
1968). 1 Infortunately. specific positive reinforcement for self-
monitoring may confound examination of changes in target
behavior (e.g.. Epstein. Webster. & Miller, 1975: Epstein. Miller.

Webster. 1976). reduce the probability of the generalization of
self -m unitoring itself (Stokes & Beer. 1077). and/or establish self-
monitoring as a behavior which...competes with the target
behavior (Epstein. Websier>ti-M111 er, 1975). In addition to ques-
tions on the relationship isetween effects on target behaviors and
sell-monitoriNtserllibility. the issue is of concern because the
reliability.-orself-rnonitoring is one measurable aspect of the
sun cars of self-monitoring training. If. as proposed. self-moni-
toring is to be used to promote cross-setting skill generalization.
it is to be expected that self-monitoring will be trained. System-
atic evaluation of the success of training methods will involve
measures of the accuracy of self - monitoring itself.
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Another focus of concern in studying self-monitorim is bow
sublects were trained to self-monitor. Most often. researchtws
have used a combination of verbal directions. demonstrations,
practice opportunities, reinforcement. sad error correction
procedures teach self-monitoring, and training is usually
conducted in a single session (Gardener, Class, St Cole: 1983:
Haves & Nelson. 1983; Lipinski & Nelson, 1974: Mattel &
Barnhart. 1981). Often experimenters report that additionl
prompting. feedback, and reinforcement ant required to estab-
lish or maintain reliable self-monitoring of the target behavior
following training or in other settings (e.g.. 011andick. 1981).
Unfortunately, experimental (kits on the acquisithm, mastery.
maintenance. and generalization of the act of self-monitoring are
not presented in the experiinenhs1 literature. Therefore, ques-
tions as to how to train the act of self-monitoring to produce reli-
able self-monitoring, which itself maintains, and which gtmeral-
izes across settings (and/or across target behaviors). remain
unexplored.

The Impact of Self-Monftering on Tenet Behaviors

Self-monitoring was originally introduced into the research
literature as a data collection mechanism, and was used in
experiments where the target behavior was of a private nature
(e.g.. marital fights). or where external observers were obtrusive.
or when long periods of data collection were required. However.
researchers quickly noted that self-monitoring itself produced
changes in the target behavior. and self-monitoring became a
therapeutic intervention strategy (Kazdin, 1974; Kazdin. 1980).
The mall:wily of studies in the area of self-monitoring have been
directed at: (1) the effects of self-monitoring (as an intervention
strategy) on a target behavior (e.g.. Zahn & Bornstein. 1980:
Homer & Brigham. 1979): (2) the impact of different variables on
the effects produced by self-monitoring (e.g., Kazdin. 1974:
Nelson. Hay. Dummy. & Koslow-Green. 1980): and (3) a compar-
ison of the effects of self-monitoring with other interventions
le R.. Jackson & Martin, in press: Hanel & Martin. 198e; Rosen-
baum & 'Nehmen, 1979).

In general, when self-monitoring is used as an intervention
strategy. it has resulted in increases when the target behavior
was defined as "positive" and an increase was a therapeutic
goal. and in decreases when the behavior was defined as "nega-
tive." However. such effects have not been shown consistently.
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Many variables which might affect thedegree of effect seff-mopi-
toting has on the target behavior have been studied &

Horn. 1982. present a review of the literature in the area). Impor-
tant issues include:

11) The direction of change desired kw the target behavior.
In some studies. behaviors with a postive valence
(increase desired) show more effects than behaviors
with a negative valence Millis & Nelson. 1982).
However. behaviors with a motive valence show
higher levels of self-monitoring reliability. In general.
behaviors with higher response strength and -axial
sensitivity" show greater effects (Hayes & Horn. 1982).

i21 Overt or covert observations of sublects engaged in self-
monitoring. Overt observations produce more accurate
self-monitoring and may produce increasedeffects over
covert observation (Lipinski & Nelson. 1674).

13) Reliability of self-monitoring has not been associated
with effects obtained: The relationship'between accu-
rate self-monitoring and changes in the target behavior
.ere ant established (Rosenbaum & Drabinan. 1979:
Meuse .es).

13..i effect of self-monitoring on target behaviors has been
.spared with other interventions. but it is usually applied

in a oniliinlion with either self-reinforcement or self-ic.struc-
'ion (Kazilin. 1980). In general. self-control techniques have
been as effective as externally-controlled interventions in
chat ,ring behavior (Rosenbaum & Drabman. 1979. present a
review of the literature in this area).

An examination of the methodology of many studies indi-
i ates that the training provided in self-monitoring may
confound examination of effects on the target behavior
1 Albion. 1983: Nelson & Haves. 1981: Kazdin. 1980). Fur
example. in some studies the subject is not told which
behavior the target until baseline data have been collected.
and then training in self-monitoring includes statements as to
the desirability of changing the behavior in a certain direction

Reline & Martin, in press: Hayes & Nelson. 1983:
Gardner. Ones. & Cole. 19113). Subsequent changes in the
tatted behavior may then be the result either of the self-moni-
toring or of the goal statements during training (Albion.
1983).

Another confounding variable is present when the subject is
reinforced by the experimenter for self-monitoring le.g..
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Fixen. Phillips. a Wolf. 1972: Coyos, Michael. a Martin.
1979: Matson & Reinhart. 1981: Shapiro & Klein, 1980): the
niinforcement is than an additional consequence for
performing the behavior (since sell-mcmitoring follows the
behavior). Any increase in behavior. therefore, may be a
result of the "extra" experimenter-delivered minfmcement
and not lust self-monitoring (Epstein. Webster. at Miller.
1975: Zegiob, Makes, it fungingra. 1978: Guyon. et al. 1979:
Albion. 1983). Other possible confounding factors incite%
very short experimental phases (e.g., 20 minutes). failure to
report reliability, and vague procedural descriptions (Albion.
19b3). Despite these problems, however. self-monitming does
seem to produce chancel in the lathavior which is self-moni-
tored.

Three major theoretical explanations for effects of self -moni-
toring on target behaviors have been developed:

(1) Self-monitoring provides a feedback loop; the indi-
vidual observes and records changes in her own
behavior and then adjusts the target behavior
(Kanter, 1990).

:2) Self-monitoring acts to clarify the relationship
between the behavior and its consequences;
behavior chew is the result of the increasing an re-
spondence gm the believer) of the relationship
(Each lin. 1979).

(3) The events surrounding the Mine' and continuing
use of self-monittxring (e.g., training procedures.
materials used to self-monitor) function as stimuli
which cue environmental consequences, and those
consequences result in changes in the target
behavior (Nalsce b Hayes, 1981).

However, until additional carefully designed studies accummu-
late. these explanations must amain theoretical.

If self-monitoring is to be used to facilitate cross-setting general-
ization of the target skill. the impact of self-monitoring on
changes in the target behavim me of import. Far more critical.
however. is the value of self- monitorim in maintaining and
extending behavior chances established in more traditional
methods. For example. a (target) behavior may be acquired and
mastered through traditional externally-amtraled instructional
techniques: self-umbel skills may then be taught to the student
to maintain treatment gains or to skill gemealization. In
such cases, the crucial issue is value of self-monitoring for
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maintaining treatment gains during post-treatment periods in
nontraining settings.

&lanais,. investigators have expanded the study of self-moni-
toring to include the use of self-monitoring to maintain target
behaviors and to facilitate cross-setting generalization. Drahmen.
Spitaliuk. & O'Leary (1973) taught a combination of self-control
skills (including self-monitoring) to a group of disruptive chil-
dren in an elementary school. The self - control skills produced
maintenance of gains in the target behavior and generalized to
other periods of the school day. In a replitatiun. Turkewitz,
O'Leary, & Irottsmith 11975) produced similar results. but failed
to show cross-setting generalization. Holman & Baer (1979)
taught six chifdren to count pages of academic work in writing
and math. Effects of self- monitoring were measured 64th during

the individual experimental sessions and in the children's
regular classrixim (cross-setting generalization). Following base-
line, the children were taught to count each page completed by

mcw lug a bead on a wrist bracelet. A goal was established for the
number of pages to he worked, and a white bead inserted on the
neuter by the experimenter. The child was directed to try to get

to the white bead. During the self-monitoring phase*. the child
vas praised for self-monitoring, both in the 1:1 situation and in

the classroom. and fm reaching the goal (i.e.. the white head).
Similar goal setting and reinforcement were not present in base-

line. MI measurement of the effects of self - monitoring cm the
target behaviors Om.. on task, off task, and disruptive behaviors)
was I unfounded. although the authors reported changes in the
desired directions in both the experimental and the classroom
settings The act of self-monitoring transferred to the classroom

ii.e.. genericlizeill. with high levels of accuracy (reliability of sell-

tori ng during the study was 90% or better).

Stokes and Baer (1977) have reported that one method of facili-
tating generalization is to establish 4 response that generates a
stimulus that will occur in both training and nuntraining situa-
tions ("mediate generalizatitm''). Holman & Baer (1979) suggest

that the cross-setting transfer of effects on the target behaviors
was mediated by "the discriminative properties of the bracelet

lie .1 minter). which served to remind subjects (1) to work. (2) to
complete a certain amount of work. (3) to measure ongoing prog-

ress. and 14) finally to seek reinforcement from the teacher for

having done so" (p. 4142). Holman and Baer (1977) conducted
two follow-up measures. for months 2-5 and months 7-10
following the conclusion of the study, anti self-monitoring was
durable throughout, although some cif the gains made in target
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behaviors were not maintained. Increasing attention to self.
moriitoring itself may he a function of the promise of self-moni-
toring and other self-control skills for promoting crosseetting
skill generalization (ICazdin. 1980: Holman & Beer. 1979: Baer,
Holman. Stokes, Fowler, & Rowbury. 1981; 1"urkewitz, O'Leary.
& Ininsmith. 1975; Kurtz & Neisworth. 1976). Further studies of
the use of self-monitoring to maintain and generalize skilled
behaviors may help to identify not only the effects of such self-
control training. but also the durability and means of any gains,
Such questions are of Tmmedlate importance and value in any
evaluation of the potential of self-control techniques for
promoting skill generalization.

Self - Monitoring by
Seemly Handicapped Individuals

Severely handicapped subjects have rarely participated in inves-
tigatiomi of self-monitming, although self-monitoring has been
used as an intervention agent in studies with moderately and
mildly retarded subjects (e.g.. Gardner, Clues, & Cole. 1983:
Nelson. Lipinski. a Black. 1978; Zahn a Bornstein. 1980; Zegioh
et al.. 1983; Shapiro & Klein, 1980). The effects of self.moni-
toting as an intervention agent with mildly and moderately
retarded workers have replicated results with nonhandicapped
subjects. Unfortunately. confounding effects of externally-
controlled reinforcement and training procedures. as well as
procedural questions of training, instrumentation, and relia-
bility of self-monitoring, limit the applicability of such studies
to questions of major importance in the study of self-monitoring
as a method of facilitating skill goner; ligation.

In addition. studies have failed to document the reliability of
self-monitoring. the efficiency of the training methods used, and
whether the act of self-monitoring itself has maintained or
generalized. Although the ad of self-monitoring itself may be
treated like other behaviors trained. specific problems in the
method of training used may not only confound effects of self-
monitoring on target behaviors te.g, if self-monitoring is rein-
forced). but inhibit generalization and maintenance of self-moni-
toring with other behaviors. In addition. the act of self-moni-
toring can not be trained in isolation. The subject must be
trained to <,..ount something. If the target skill is also being
instructed or intervened on. instruction in self-monitoring may
interrupt that process. Using traditional instructional
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prucedures for both behaviors may then result in confusion, or
in problems with both the target behavior and the instructed
response of self-monitoring. Finally. specific studies relating to
they use of self-monitoring to facilitate cross- setting generaliza-
tion of target skills have not been reported. The promise of self
**intro! strategies for facilitating generalization makes it neces-
sary to investigate with greater precision how to most effectively
train self-monitoring. the maintenance of self-monitoring. and
the transfer of self-monitoring across settings and acniss behav-
iors. as well as to clintinue to study the effect of self - monitoring
on behavior and the transfer of those effects to other settings.

A series of studies has been conducted to probe specific ques-
tions relating to the use of self - monitoring to facilitate skill
generalization with severely handicapped individuals (see
Liberty & Fatah. lima: Liberty & Meth. 1983b: Liberty. 19tr3).

The purpose of the first study was to examine the acquisition of
self-monitoring by a lieverely handicapped student through an
acinilani I. training procedure. which eliminated the
onfounding effects of other training procedures while permit -

trnat integration into ongoing instruction. Measures of the
independent use of self-monitoring and the reliability of self-
monitoring were used as indices of at quisition. In addition. the
*atm ts of spit-monitoring on the target behavior were examined.

The subject was Pi years and five months old. He attended a
set unitary program for severely handicapped youth. located in at

high school. The experimental design consisted of a base-
line phase. two training phases. and a contingency change
phase the hawhilt pro's ided a measure of the rate of production
(it the sublect During the training phases. the subject was taught
to at tliate a t limiter placed .m the table next to his work. The
training prig pitore consisted of interrupting work (which
ifeia rerillon .ement available for work) fur nonactuation of
the * minter. which was then prompted by gestures (no verbal
dare teals gic cut. Delay of reinforcement was avoided by self-
monitoring. No spec ific reinforcement for self-monitoring was
philt,141Pit Iii the WI and training phase. the subject wore the
«meter tni his wrist In the last phase. a general contingency for
behavior was introduced.

The .ntielance training procedure pnaluced rapid acceleration
ittlialatipttql find very reliable self-monitoring. Self-moni-

toring itself was positively reinforced. presumably by the
,sudible i.lic.k of the counter and the display mil-over. Self-moni-
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luring produced changes in the target behavior (rate of produc-
tion) bidet:mina that self-monitoring acted as a (self-controlled)
positive reinforcer sufficient to maintain performance of the
target behavior. A similar effect was shown by Nelson at
(ism. who found that first and fourth graders recorded higher
frequencies of the target behavicor when the behavior of self-
monitoring was coloring squares with a crayon. The authors
speculated that the subjects engaged in higher frequencies of the
target behavior in cyder to color squares (self-monitoring), and
colored "extra" squares as well. Holman and Baer (1979) also
found that subjects prompted teachers to praise them for self-
monitoring when they reached the white bead.

Investigators /sporting studies in whichself-monitoring alone
produced i in target behaviors have speculated that
such increases y be attributed to (1) the nature of the training.
(2) additional. exter nally-controlled. reinforcement for self-
monitoring, (3) motivational . properties c if self-monitoring
pmduced by covert self-evaluaticm, or (4) that all of the events
surrounding the act of self-monitoring and training in self-moni-
toring function as stimuli that cue envionnumtal consequences
that. in turn. effect behavior change (Nelson ik Hayes. 1981). In
the current study. the hillning procedures for self-mon:tiring
excluded any statements about desired changes in the target
behavior and avoided any additional externally-controlled rein-
forcement. It is also unlikely that the subject, who was unable to
count or recognize numerals, in covert comparisons of
the numeral counter displays from session to session (self-evalu-
ation). As an alternative. it may be hypothesized that the
behavior of pushing the counter, accompanied by an audible
"dick" and a changing display. acted to reinforce not only the
behavior of self-monitoring. but the target behavior as well.

The purposes of the second study were to:
(1) Examine the maintenance of self-monitoring skills.
12) Determine if self- monitoring generalized within stim-

ulus classes and across responses. and if so, the extent
and nature of such generalization.

13) Examine the Affect of self-monitoring on the target
behaviors.

The same subject participated. The first study had concluded
343 days prior to the start of this study; during the intervening
period. the std.*t had not worked on production or self-moni-
tored
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This study incorporated a multiple baseline design across two
behaviors. one performed in the classroom (production) and one

in a cafeteria work settong (assembly of sack lunches). The
phases for production were Baseline I. Self-monitoring I. Base-
line II. and Self-monitoring II. The phases for bagging sack
lunches were Baseline 1. Opportunity to self-monitor (intro -

clih simultaneously with Self-monitoring f of production),
Thin to self-monitor. and Baseline IL

Production did not maintain at a commensurate level doting the
343 intervening days. Self-monitoring did. however, maintain at
high Levels of reliability and independence. Production was
consisluated by instructor-controlled reinforcement. while self-
monitoring was consequated by subject-controlled reinforce-
ment (counter click and display roll-over). Behaviors that are
consequated by self-contmlle.d reinforcement are more resistant
to extinction than are behaviors cimsequated by externally-
controlled reinforcement (Weiner & Dubanoaki. 1973), and
perhaps that is why self-monitoring maintained at higher levels
tikes did production.

The sohjei t did not actuate the counter. even when he had the
opportamtv to do so. and therefore training in self-monitoring
was introduced. .triti .s.curate self-monitoring acquired in four
sessions. The independent and reliable self.numitoring of
pouluttion did not transfer to self -nuniitoring of bagging. In this

study. the two behaviors were not of the same response class.
and wen. performed under conditions (e.g.. supervision, stim-
ulus materials. setting. time of day( totally unlike one another.
Transfer rriry have (simnel' if the settings were more alike; for
example. it the subject had counted bags in his classroom. with
the same supervisor present.

However. wearing the wrist counter (but not actuating it)
produced i !Unseal in bagging rata that was of practical signifi-
tante to the subtect ifrom 41)% to 67.5% of normal. with a high
rate of 114%7 the ruinnal rate), and high rates continued as self-
monitoring was trained. Ow* the opportunity to self-monitor
was renuwed from prink:LW/lc bagging rate dropped. When the
opportunity to self -umnitor bagging was withdrawn. bagging
began decelerating.

Similar effects have been reported in other studies (Braden. et

.11 . Coffman h Mi.FaH, 197Z; Zegiob, of 01.. 19781. There
several hvir)theses for the effects of self-monitoring when

the da,t of self-srsonitoring is itself not observed. The wrist
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counter could serve as an SD for faster work. or it may act as a
reinforcer by mediating differences between settings. Stokes and
Baer (1977) have reported dun one method of facilitating
generalization is to establish a response (in this study, self-moni-
toringj. that summates a stimulus (the counter) that will occur in
bath training and nontraining settings. In the present study,
externally-contrOled reinforcement was more frequent during
production (VI 1.5' vs. VI 5') sad any self-controlled reinforce-
ment exerted by the act of self-monitoring was also more
frequent during production. since pages were finished more
quickly than sacks. These data support the use of seffinoni-
toting to mediate cross-setting generalization. The counter,
which was worn during more frequent reinforcement (during
production), may have acquired generalized reinforcing proper-
ties that mediated generalization of faster work rates across
settings which differed in reinforcement schedules.

The purpose of the third study was to extend and replicate
results with different behaviors and with a different subject.
Specific issues examined included:

(1) The effects of wearing a wrist counter on two behaviors.
one instructed and the other uninstructed, prior to any
training in the use of a counter. and whether effects
produced in the training setting would transfer to the
probe setting.

(21 The effects on the instructed and uninstructed behav-
iors of training self-monitoring of the instructed
)ehavior. in both the training setting and the probe
setting.

(3) Whether self-monitoring would transfer from the
behavior on which it was trained (i.e., the instructed
behavior) to another behavior (i.e.. the un;:istructed
behavior).

(4) Whether self-monitoring would transfer from the
setting in which it was trained to the probe setting.

The subject of this study was an eleven-year old girl (i.Q., 30).
attending a special school for handicapped children. The
subject's regular classroom served as the training setting. From
one to four times per week. the subject attended another class-
room in the school for thirty minutes each time. This classroom
served as the probe setting. Two target behaviors were measured
in both settings: two-word responses to questions. and two-word
initiations. Two-word responses were differentially reinforced
in the training setting on a fixed ratio of 1: %Oita in the probe
setting, they were reinforced on a variable schedule of about 1 to
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8. two-ward initedions were rainfonied at approximately the
some ratio Wit 3) in both seldom.

Following baseline observations. sessions in the train* setting
were divided into two approximately equal periods. The siftict
wore the counter during one of the two periods each day. In the
third phase, baseline conditions were rOustituted. In the fourth
phase, the subject was trained to seff-monitor two-word
answers. using an avoichince training procedure. No training in
selknonitaring was provided in the probe setting. Instructors in
that netting were asked to ignore the wrist counter. In the fifth
Ouse. baseline =dittoes Weft reinstated.

Wearing the wrist counter without any training in self-moni-
toring did not affect performance. Once self-monitaring was
trained. however, performance was affected dransaticall7. The
act of self-monitoring generalised across behaviors and across
settings for both behavior Self-monitoring improved cross-
setting generalization of two-word answers from 19% to 49%
performance deteriorated quickly once the opportunity to self-
monitor in the probe setting was withdrawn. Seff-monftoring
did not affect cross-setting perk:4=mm of two-word initiations.
Prediminery analyses of the result siegpot that self

ully mediated the differences in - " " between
probe and training settimg when there were no thermals, self-
made:wing did not affect performance. Further, the Wed is
directly linked to the self training. during which the
counter acquired discriminative len which functioned as
self-controlled reinforcement in , probe setting.

The results of these studies suggest first that self-monitoring may
effect a champ in a target behavior in the training setting. under
UMW circumstimces. with severely handicapped subjects.
Effects are not dependent an the accuracy of self-monikaing.
These data support the findings with mildly and nonhendi-
capped subjects. These studies also indicate that the avoithince
training procedure can produce rapid acquisition of accurate
sell-monitoring, which is maintained. and which can generalize
within response classes, but not across response (kisses. and
which can pneralize across settings. Third. these studies
support the use of self-monittaing to mediate skill peterzlization
when the reinforcimient contingencies differ across settinp.
Although these studies are limited to two subjects, results are
similar to those reported with other groups of subjects, but
expand especially on the information on the use of self-moni-
toring to facilitate skill generalization. Future research with
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addliknald sewn* headkaPPed subtle:le will be conducted to
test the results and hypothesis.
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